
 

Cub Scout Coup Information Sheet  
Cub Scout Coups are a form of recognizing Cub Scouts.  Most coups can be earned by 
completing the requirements listed in the handbook for their level or as described in this 

document.  These forms may be turned into the Camp Naish Trading Post at any time in 
exchange for the coup itself.  

 
Cub Coups have six groups: 

1. Rank beads – Placed below the tie, these are earned when the scout has earned 
the rank.  For example, Cubs that have earned Bobcat, Tiger, Wolf, and Bear rank 

will have Bobcat, Tiger, Wolf, and Bear beads.  Cubs that have not earned Tiger or 
Wolf rank but have joined later and earned Bobcat and Bear rank will only wear 
Bobcat and Bear beads. 

2. Rank buckle – The buckle holds the current rank of the Cub Scout.  Rank buckles 
are available for Lion, Bobcat, Tiger, Wolf, Bear, Webelos, and Arrow of Light. 

3. Achievement beads – Certain achievements such as Nova, World Conservation 
Award, and earning a religious award qualify for an achievement bead. 

4. Activity beads – Between the buckle and the activity beads, these represent 
camping, hiking, and other activities. 

5. Carryover beads – Any bead that carries over to Tamegonit Lodge Coup (currently 
only the religious award) 

6. Spacer beads – No qualification, used to separate beads from buckles. 
 

 



Cub Scout Coup Descriptions  
A. RANK BEADS for each rank earned in Cub Scouts:   

a. Lion:  gold bead 

b. Bobcat:  dark blue bead 

c. Tiger:  orange bead 

d. Wolf:  dark red bead 

e. Bear:  light blue bead 

f. Webelos:  green bead 

g. Arrow of Light:  clear bead with gold center  

B. RANK BUCKLE. Indicates Lion, Bobcat, Tiger, Wolf, Bear, Webelos, or Arrow of Light 

C. ACHIEVEMENT BEADS.  Indicates completion of various achievements in Cub 
Scouts. 

a. Nova: blue pancake 

b. Cub Scout Supernova:  gold pancake 

c. Webelos Scout Supernova:  gold pancake (may wear 2 sets if 2 supernovas 

earned) 

d. World Conservation Award: white pancake 

e. Cub Scout Shooting Sports Award:  red pancake 

f. Cub Scout Outdoor Activity Award:  black pancake 

D. ACTIVITY BEADS.  Indicates completion of various activities. 

a. Day Camp:  gold gumball bead (only 1 set, regardless of # of times attended) 

b. Bear Camp:  light blue gumball bead 

c. Webelos Camp:  dark blue gumball bead (only 1 set, regardless of # of times 

attended) 

d. Overnight camp (nights):  green small bead 

e. 5 nights camping:  green cube 

f. Pack or den Hike:  gold small bead 

g. 5 pack or den hikes:  gold cube 

E. CARRYOVER BEADS.  Any bead that can be earned as a Cub Scout that also can be 
earned in Tamegonit Lodge.  The only current bead is the religious coup. 

a. RELIGIOUS COUP. CLEAR cylinder with PURPLE center.  Awarded to Cub 
Scouts who earn the Cub Scout Religious Award (purple knot).  Only one pair is 

worn.  

F. SPACERS.  Used to separate arrowhead from beads.  


